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12.1 INTRODUCTION

I

j

As you already know, elements are classified on the basis of their electronic configuration
into s-block, p b l o c k , d-block and f-block elements. The s- and p-block elements together
represent one of the major groups of the elements and are called main group elements. The
d-block and the f-block elements represent the transition and the inner-transition elements,
respectively. Most of the discussion so far has centered around the chem~stryof main group
elements having valence electrons in s andlorp orbitals only. From this unit onwards, we
will start the study of rest of the elements of the periodic table, namely, the d-block or
transition elements and the f-block or inner-transition elements. The name transition is
given to the elements orl the basis of their position in the periodic table and their properties,
that is, they occupy a position between the highly electropositive elements on the left and
the electronegative elements on the right. Their properties are also intermediate of the s- and
p-block elements. Thus, in this unit we will describe the general features of the transition
elements with the emphasis on the 3d series and also the periodic trends in their properties.
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Here we would like to draw your attention to the fact that some chemists consider as
transition elements only those which, either as neutral atoms or in any of their common
oxidation states, have partly filled d-orbitals. According to this definition, the elements Zn,
Cd and Hg are excluded from the list of transition elements. However, for the sake of
completion of discussion on the d-block elements, the elements Zn, Cd and Hg will also be
included in the discussion on transition elements in this unit.

Objectives
After studying this unit, you should be able to:
describe the electronic configuration of transition elements and t h e ~ ions,
r
outline the general properties of transition elements,
describe the peripdic trends in the properties of trandtion elements,
explain the colour, magnetic and catalytic properties of transition elements.

12.2 ELECTRONIC CONFIGURATIO'N
Electronic configuration of the elements has been discussed in detail in Unit 1 of this course,
Hence, we will concentrate here only on the features relevant to transition elements. You
1
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already know that the electron~cconfiguration of the argon atom is 1s22s22p63s2 -p
. In
atoms of the successive elements from potassium to zinc, electrons can enter either 3d or 4 s
levels. In potassium and calcium atoms the differentiating electrons enter the 4 s level, so the
electronic configuration of calcium can be written as [~r]4s'. At scandium the 3d level
begins to fill instead of 4pand the resulting configuration of the atoms of transition elements
is shown in Table 12.1. The electronic configuration of the ions can be obtained by
removing first the outer s electrons of the atom and then the outer d electrons until the total
number of electrons removed is equal to the charge on the ion. For example
will have
the configuration as [~r]3$.

Table 12.1: Electronic configurationsof the free atoms and dipositive ions of the first transition series
Eiement

Sc

.

Free
atom

Free

[&]M1 4s2

[Ar]3d1

[Ar13$4s2

[~r13d~

[Ar]3d34s2
Cr

[Ar]3d54s1

Element

Free
atom

Free
M'+ ion

Fe
'Co

[ & ] d 4s'

[Arid

[Ar]3d74?

[Ar]3d7

[&]3d3

Ni

[Ar]384?

[Arlg

1h13d

Cu

[Ar]3d104s'

[~r]3d~

M'+ ion

,
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NOWyou may ask as to why the electrons in potassium enter s level rather than 3d and then
late; (from Sc to Cu) why 3d levels are filled prior to 4p leve
The radial dependence of the d orbitals is responsible for this order of filling of electrons in
these elements. Fig. 12.1 shows the plot of radial probability functions introduced in Unit 2
of Atoms and Molecules course for a 3d and 4 s electron in the hydrogen atom. Let us
assume that the radial probability functions for 3d and 4s electron in a multi electron atom
follow the same pattern as in the hydrogen atom.

Fig. 12.1: Radial probability functions for 3d and 4s orbitals in hydrogen
atom. a,, the radius of first Bohr orbit is 52.9 pm.

You can see from Fig. 12.1 that significant humps in the 4s probability function occur close
to the origin, and well inside the maximum of the 3d probability function. This suggests that
the 4s electron penetrates significantly into the argon core and spends an appreciable portion
of its time close to the nucleus. The average nuclear charge experienced by the 4s electron
is, therefore, higher than that experienced by the 3d electron and thus after argon, in
potassium and calcium the electrons enter the 4s orbital rather than the 3d. As these twc
electrons are added the nuclear charge is also increased by two units. As the 3d orbitals
penetrate the 4s orbital more than the 4p orbitals can penetrate the 4s orbital, the net result'is
that the effective nuclear charge for the 3d orbitals increases abruptly and they now drop
well below the 4p orbitals to about the level of the 4s orbital. Moreover, as the atomic
number increases, the 3d probability maximum progressively moves closer to the core and
they continue to drop in energy. The next e l e c m , therefore, enters the 3d orbital prior to the
?p orbital. The variation of the energies of the orbitals with increasing atomic number is shown
very clearly in Fig. 12.2.

Fig. 12.2: The variation of the energies of atomic orbitals with increasing
atomic number in neutral atoms

This process continues until the entire 3d shell is filled. Thus at Zn we have the
Thereafter, the next lowest available orbitals are 4p which get
configuration [~r]4s~3dlO.
filled in the next six elements. This same sequence of events for the filling of 5s and 4d
orbitals is repeated again in the elements following krypton in the second transition series.
This series starts with Y and is completed at Cd having the configuration [Kr]4d105s2. After
xenon, [Kr]4d105s25p6,the next available orbitals are 45 5d, 6s and'6p orbitals. The 4f
orbitals are so slightly penetrating with respect to the xenon core that they have scarcely
gained any stability, while the mbre penetrating 6s and 6p levels have gained a good deal of
stability. Hence, in the next two elements, electrons are added to 6s orbitals giving Cs and
Ba, respectively. However, the 6s electrons do not shield the 4forbitals effectively, so the
latter abruptly feel an increase in effective nuclear charge and thus suffer a steep drop in
energy (Fig. 12.2).At the'same time, with the addition of electrons in the 6s orbital. the 5d
orbitals also drop in energy in the same manner as the 3d ones, This creates a situation in
which 5d and 4f orbitals are of almost the same energy. The next electron in lanthanum thus
enters the 5d orbital, but in the following element cerium, the electronic configuration is
[xe]6s2 5d1 4f. The electrons then continue to be added to the 4f orbital till we reach
ytterbium which has the configuration [Xe]6s24f 4. Now with the 6s and 4f shells full, the
next lowest levels are the 5d's. Hence from luteciurn onwards, the electrons enter the 5d
, orbital. This continues till we reach mercury which has the configuration [Xe]6s24f 45d 10
The electronic configurations of transition elements of 4d and 5d transition series are given
in Table 12.2.

.

If the filling of the orbitals in transition elements takes place through the above scheme, then
you may wonder why in the case of some elements e.g., Cr & Cu (belonging to the first
transition serids) and Mo & Ag (belonging to the second transition series) the electronic
configuration is written as [ ~ r ] 3 d 4 s&
l [ ~ r ] 3 d ~ ~and
4 s '[ K r ] d 5 s 1 & [ ~ r ] 4 d l ~ 5 s l ,
respectively. This is because these configurations are considered to give more stability to the
~
respectively.
elements, rather than [Ar]3d4$ & [Ar]3d94s2and [ ~ r ] d 5 &s [Kr]4d95s2,
This apparent stability can be associated with the high stability of exactly half filled and
completely filled orbitals. Half-filled and completely-filledorbitals have an exchange
energy considerably greater than the exchange energies associated with any other
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configuration. This exchange energy is the.driving force for hese configurations to take an
electron out of turn in order to achieve or maintain the half- ~lledor completely-filled
configuration. Also these configurations provide the most symmetrical distribution of
electrons which suffer the minimum mutual repulsion.

i'

I

Table 12.2: Electronic configurations of elements of the second and third transition series
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~ l e m i n t of
s
ion series

Elements of
third transition series

Exchange Energy
The exchange energy for any config~irationis proportional to the total number of possible
pairs of electrons with parallel spin in any orbital, i.e., Eex = K x P, where K is a constant
and P is the number of possible pairs of electrons with parallel spin. If n is the number of
.
electrons with parallel spin for any configuration, P will be equal to ' ~ 2 Accordingly
values of P for different values of n are given below :
n

1

2

3

4

P

0

1

3

6

.

5

6

7

10

15

21

\

Let us compare the exchange energy for two possible configurations 3#4s2 and 3 6 4 s ' for
chromium.
4s
3d
4s
3d

l t
"C2is the number of combinations
that we can make out of the n
objects taking 2 at a time

TiT

I

1

3#4s2

r;;l

Or

T l t t ~ T q p
3d54s'

Electrons present in 4s orbital in two configurations contribute nothing to exchange energy
as they do not constitute any pair with parallel spin. Four unpaired d-electrons in first
configuration can make six pairs of electrons with parallel spin and thus contribute 6K'
towards exchange energy whereas five unpaired d-electrons in second configuration
contribute 10K towards exchange energy because they can constitute 10 combinations of
pairs of electrons with parallel spin. This gain of 4K in exchange energy would favour the
3 6 4 s ' configuration for chromium. But,-you should remember that in achieving this
configuration?there would be loss of energy in promoting an electron from 4s to 3d orbital.
In case of chromium the gain in exchange energy is more than the loss in energy and
therefore, 3d54$' is the favoured configuration.
Similar1 you can compare the exchange energies for two possible configurations 3d94s2
and 3d Id'4s I for copper.

The former configuration has two sets of electrons with parallel spin -one set has five electrons
represented by upward arrows and the other has four elech-ons represented by downward arrows.

These two sets of electrons will contribute IOK and 6K i.e. a total 16K towards exchange
energy. On the other hand, the latter configuration has two sets of five electrons each with
parallel spin which will contribute a total 20K towards exchange energy. Thus, there is a net gain
o'f 4~ in exchange energy if copper has the configuration 3d''4s1. However, in achieving this
cbnfigumion, there will again be a loss in energy in promoting an electron from 4s orbital to 3d
orbital, which happens to be less than 4K, the ain in exchange energy. Hence, the 3dJ04s'
configuration becomes more stable than 324s9.
It is also worth mentioning here that though the 4s orbitals ark occupied before 3d orbitals,
we cannot say that they are always more stable. In fact, the ionisation of the transition
elements takes place by the loss of ns electrons first. What happens actually is that when the
electron is ionised from any transition element, say the one from 3d series, the effective
nuclear charge experienced by the 3d electrons is greatly enhanced over that of any 4s
electron as a direct consequence of the greater stability attained by the 3d orbitals in the due
course of filling (cf. Fig. 12.2). Consequently, the 3d orbitals are expected to drop
significantly in energy below the 4s orbital. Thus, ionisation of two or more electrons from
an atom of a transition element will take place.with the removal of s electrons in preference
to the delectrons.
Thus, we see that it is the net effect of all the forces, comprising nuclear-electronic attraction,
shielding of one electron by others from the nuclear charge, interelectronic repulsion and
exchange forces, that determines the stability of,the electronic configuration.
SAQ 1
In the given space, explain :
a) Why a transition series contains ten elements.

b) Which of the two orbitals, 3d and 4s has higher energy at potassium.

12.3 GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS
- --I

In the preceding section you have learnt the electronic configuration of the transition
elements and their position in the periodic table. Based on these two, the transition elements
have certain common properties, which are given below :
All are metals and form alloys with one another and with other metallic elements.
They are hard, strong, ductile, malleable, high melting and high boiling. They are good
conductors of heat and electricity.
Many of them are sufficiently elect<~positive
to dissolve in mineral acids although a .
few are noble -that is, they have such low electrode potentials that they are unaffected
by simple acids.
They usually exhibit multiple oxidation states.
They form coordination compounds/ions. In fact, the chemistry of the transition
elements is mainly associated with the use of d as well as s and p orbitals in forming
coordination compounds.
The transition metal complexes are usually coloured.
Most of their cor,~poundsare paramagnetic.
Many of these elements and their compounds act as catalysts fcr chemical reactions.
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Let us now study some of these properties and their periodic trends in detail.

12.4 PERIODIC TRENDS IN PROPERTIES
In d.le previous section you have studied the important properties of transition metals in
general. As you kndw the transition metals are an integral part of the periodic table, like the
main group elements, the transition metals are also expected to exhibit periodicity in their
properties. Let us see how their properties vary from one group to another and from one
period to another.
~ o m of
k the important properties of the elements of 3d- series are listed in Table 12.3. If you
study the data in the Table carefully, you will notice thatalong a period, these properties
vary much less from one element to the other as compared to the main group elements.
Although, the horizontal similarity amongst the d-block elements is well marked, yet the
chemistry of the elements of first transition series differs considerably from that of the
elements of the second and third transition series, which are incidentally more similar to
each other. This difference in the trends in the properties of d-block elements from those of
s-and p-block elements arises from a basic difference in their electronic configuration.
While in the building up of elements from lithium to fluorine, the electrons are added to the
outermost shell, in the case of transition metals, the electrons are added to inner (n-l)d
subshell. Let us see how this contributes to the variation in the properties of the elements.
Table 12.3: Some properties ofd-block elements

-.1

.AI

P~&Y

Scandium

Sc
Atomic weight 44.956
Metallic
164
radius (pm)
+Ionic radius 81
(3+)
Covalenl
144
radius (pm)
Boiling point 3000
(K)
Melting point 1812
(K)
Density
3.0
l d x kgm-'
Electro1.2
negativity

(AIR),

Titanium
Ti
22
47.90
147

Vanadium
V
23
50.942
135

Chromium
Cr
24
51.996
130

Manganese
Mn
25
54.938
135

Iron
Fe
26
55.847
126

Cobalt
Co
27
58.933
125

Nickel
Ni
28
58.710
125

Copper
Cu
29
63.54
128

Zinc
Zn
30
65.37
137

-

'Ionisation l st
energy 2nd
(kJ mot-') 3rd

633
1235
2388

.

Electrode
(111)
Potential (V)* -2.1

*

Values in parantheses refer t o oxidation states o f the metal, + (111) refers t o couple M ~ + I Metc.
,

12.4.1 Atomic Radii, Atomic Volume and Density

AS a full coverage of atomic size h a
already been given inUnit2onPeriod~cityin Block I , we will briefly g o
through this topic to recapitulate ,
what we have already learnt earlier.

10

,From Table 12.3, you can see that there is a gradual decrease in atomic radius across a row
of transition elements. On passing from left to right, additional positive charges are placed
on the nucleus and correspondingly electrons are added to the (n-l)d orbitals. As the
electmns in the d orbitals shield the ns electrons and also themselves from the nuclear
charge incompletely, effective nuclear charge felt by them increases and hence a contraction
in ,iZe occurs.
\
However, it is impqti?? to emphasise here that shielding of the outer ns electron(s) by
(n-l)d electron(s) is more efficient than the shielding of a ns electron by another ns electron
(or that of a np electron by another np electron). This is why the decrease in aromic radius
from sodium to chlorine is
than that from scandium to copper. The elements which
occur immediately after the transition elements are smaller than expected from simple

extrapolation from the group elements. This is due to the cumulative effect of incomplete
shielding provided by (n-l)d 10 electrons and therefore, the effective nuclear charge felt by
the outer electrons of the elements from gallium. to krypton is greater than that if the
.
d-orbitals-had not been gradually filled in transition elements.
The rate of decrease in size along the lanthanide series is even less than that in the transition
series since in the lanthanides the electrons are added to the penultimate [(n-2)fl shell and
these shield the outer electrons much more effectively. The presence of 4f electrons in th\e
lanthanides affects the atomic size and therefore, the chemistry of the elements following the
lanthanides. The atomic radii of the elements of third transition series are much smaller than
expected. This is due to the effect of the greater than expected effective nuclear charge felt
by the electrons of the elements of the third row transition series, hafnium to gold, owing to
the insertion of lanthanides.
Table 12.4: Metallic radii (pm) of some elements of Croups 1-13
I

2

3

6

7

8

9

10

11

I2 -13

Ca

Sc

4
Ti

5

K

V

Cr

Mn

Fe

Co

Ni

Cu

Zn

235

197

164

147

135

130

135

126

125

Rb

Sr

Y

Zr

Nb

MO

Tc

Ru

Rh

248

215

178

I60

146

139

136

134

134

125
'Pd

137

Ga

128

137

141

Ag

Cd

In

144

154

166

This trend in the varration of the metallic radii in a1kali;alkaline earth and transition metals
is shown in Fig. 123. You can see in Fig. 12.3 that as we move from alkali metals to
alkaline earth metaTs and from alkaline earth metals to the transition elements, the radii
decrease steeply but within pnsition elements this rate of decrease is less. However, the
d@a in Table 12.4 and Fig. 12.3 show that the general trend of decreasing size is reversed
towards the end of the series. This could be due to an increase in inter-electronic re~ulsion
after the addition of sufficient number of electrons in the d orbitals leading to the gradual
increase in size.
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Fig. 12.3: Trends in metalfi radii of alkali, alkaline earth and
transition metals of fourth, fifth and sixth periods

The group trends in atomic radii of the transition elements are parallel to those observed,in
s- and p-block elements. AS we go down the group, there is an increase in atomic size ub to
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the second transition series. This is not unexpected in view of the fact that electrons enter
the 4d orbital in the second transition series. However, the size of the elements of third
transition series is almost similar to that of the elements of second transition series because
of the filling in'of 4f orbitals in the lanthanides.
Atomic volume of an element is directly related to its size and, therefore, atomic volumes
follow the same trend as the atomic size. Similarly density is also related to the size of the
element. The smaller the size, the higher is the density of the element. Thus there is a
general trend of increasing density across the elements of a transition series. This is well
represented in Fig 12.4 which gives the variation of the densities of alkali, alkaline earth and
the transition metals of the fourth, fifth and sixth periods. For 4d and 5d elements, this
increase is not that regular as the increase in densities for 3d elements. Along the group also,
the density increases (Fig. 12.4). The increase in density within the d block groups is greater
than that within the s andp block groups.

i

Fig. 12.4:
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Trend in densities of the alkali, alkaline earth and transition metals of
the fourth,fifth and sixth periods.
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SAQ' 2
Of the following pairs, tick mark the element which is larger in size:
(i)

Calcium or scandium

(ii)

Vanadium or titanium

'

(iii) Chromium or molybdenum
(iv) Iron or osmium

12.4.2 Melting and Boiling Points
The melting anti :he boiling pniqts of the transition elements are usually hlgh. The melting
points of the elemenrs depend upon the strength of the metallic bond. As we know, the
transition metals crystsllise in !he metallic lattices. The strength of the metallic bond
increases wlth the az ailclLi:i:, of the electrons to participate in the bonding by
delocalisatio~~.
Notics that betweea calcium and scandium (where d electron first appears),
there is a jump of nearly '100 K in t.hs melting point. The presence of one or more unpaired d
electrons thus leads to higher interatomic forces and therefore, high melting and boiling
temperatures. Thus, we can think that with the increasing availability of the unpaired d
electrons, the strength of the metallic bond increases, resulting in higher melting points. But,
we cannot generalise the argument because when we move across any period in the periodic
table, the melting point increases upto the middle of each transition series and then it
decreases with the beginning of electron pairing. For the elements of first transition senes,

TransiUw Elements
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Group number

Fig. 125 : Trend in melting points of alkali, alkaline earth and
transition metals of the fourth, fifth and sixth periods

there is a sharp decrease of melting point at manganese, which has five unpaired d electrons.
However, the softness and low melting point of Zn, Cd and Hg (Hg is a liquid) in which all
the electrons are paired up can tentatively be explained on the above basis. The melting
points of the elements of the firsh transition series are comparatively lower than those of the
elements of the second and third transition series. This trend is very well illustrated in the
Fig. 12.5.
The periodic trends in the boiling points are similar to those in the melting points. As the
process of boiling requires almost complete breaking of bonds and such maallic bonding
exists in the liquid state to some extent, high temperatures are necessary. Therefore, the
boiling points of the metals are much higher than their melting points.

SAQ 3
Explain briefly in the space given below, why zinc and cadmium are soft metals.

.......................................................................
\...

12.43 Ionisation ~ n & g y You have already learnt about the conckpts of ionisation energy and how it varies with ;he
atoinic size in Unit 2 on periodicity.Jn the case of transition metals also, the variation of
ionisation energy across the periods and down the groups parallels quite closely the trend in
atomic size. This is &own nicely in the Figure 12.6.
As we move across a period, the effective nuclear charge experienced by ns2' electrons goes
on increasing causing the shells to shrink in size and thus making it difficult to remove the
electrons. Thus along a period, the ionisation energy increases. This can be checked from the

\

,

values of the fint ionisation energy of these elements given in Table 12.3. The second and
the third ionisation energies follow the same pattern, except for the second ionisation
6 and
energies of Cr and Cu which are comparatively higher due to the extra stability of 3
3di0configurations. The ionisation energies of the elements of the second and the third
transition series also follow the same trend along the period. As the decrease in the size of
the transition metals is less than that of the main group elements along a period, the
ionisation energies tend to increase along the series only slightly as compared to the main
group elements ('Fig. 12.6). Since s and the d electrons do not differ much in energy, the
difference in the successive ionisation energies is ~relatively,stnall.

1200 -

Atomic number

than expected effective nuclear charge.

Transition elements have fairly low values of electronegativity. It increases from Sc to Cu
with a fall at Mn and Zn. However, this increase in electronegativity is much slower because
the additional electron is being added to an inner shell which-provides relatively good
shielding to the outer electrons from the nucleus. The increasing electronegativity from Sc to
Cu means that the elements become slightly less metallic and this is reflected ir! the
increasing positive electrode potentials of their ions
and M3+ (Table 12.3).

MY
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Before going into the details ofthe variation in'the electrode potential of the transition
elements, let us discuss the concept of electrode potential first. When a metal is placed in a
solution d its ions a potential difference is set up between the metal and the solution. There
is a tendency for the metal ions to leave the metal lattice and go into the solution thus
leaving-anexcess of electrons and hence a negative charge onthe metaj; there is also a
reverse tendency for the metal ions from the solution to deposit on the metal leading to a
positive charge on the metal. In practice one of these effects is greater than the other,
bringing about a potential difference between the. metal and the solution. The value of this

potehtial difference for a particular metal depends upon the nature of metal, the
concentration of the metal ions in solution and the temperature. By convention, the potential
difference set up in a 1M solution of metal ions at 298K is called the standard electrode
potential. It is not possible to measure standard electrode potentials absolutely. Standard
electrode potentials, therefore, have to be measured against some reference standard, the one
adopted is the hydrogen electrode. This consists of hydrogen gas at one atmosphere pressure
in contact with a IM solution of its ions at 298 K.
In general, we can say that more negative the value of the electrode potential for the couple
M"+/M, more is the reducing power of the element. Similarly, more positive is the value of
,electrode potential for the couple M"+/M, more is the oxidising power of the element. The
values of some standard electrode potentials for the elements of first transition series are
given in Table 12.3. Electrode potential is a measure of the electropositive character and the
reactivity of the metals. In general along a period, there is a decrease in electropositive
character. The reactivity of metals also decreases along a period and down a group. As you
can see from Table 12.3, all the elements of the first transition series, except copper, have
negative values and can react with acids (H') producing hydrogen. A plot of variation of the
electrode potential of the transition elements of 3d series is shown in Fig. 12.7.
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Fig. 12.7: Trends in electrode potentials oT transition metals of 3d series

12.4.6 General Rdactivity
Except in the unusual circumstances, metals act only as reducing agents. ~enerally,the
reactivity of the transition metals as reducing agents tends to decrease as you go across the
periodic table from left to right. The trend in their reactivity can be related to their electrode
potentials. Group 3 metals including lanthanides and actinides are strong reducing agents.
The metals of Groups 4-7 are moderately reactive as are iron, ruthenium, osmium, cobalt
and nickel of Groups 8-10. The remaining metals of Groups 8- 10, rhodium, iridium,
platinum and palladium, as well as silver and gold have low reactivity. Because of this
relative inertness, they are called noble metals.

12.4.7 oxidation States
The concept of oxidation state has already been introduced in Unit 4 of this course.
Therefore, here we will consider the oxidation states exhibited by transition metals only.
Transition elements exhibit a wide range of oxidation states differing usually by units of
one. This is due to the fact that (n-l)d electrons may get involved along with ns electrons in
bonding, as electrons in (n-l )d orbitals are in an energy state comparable to ns electron;.
From Table 12.5 you can see that there exists a general trend of lesser number of oxidation
states at each end of the series and a higher number in the middle. The lesser number of
oxidation states in the beginning of the series can be due to the presence of too few electrons
'

to lose or share, towards the end of series it can be d b e d to the pseof to0manY
electrons'and thus fewar empty orbitals to share electmns with the ligands
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Another featwe is the d u c e d tendency of higher oxidation states towards the end of the
series. This could be due to steady increase in the effective nuclear charge along the series
thus pulling the d orbitalsjnto the electron core and not making them readily available for
bonding. For example, the only oxidation state for Zn is Zn(I1) where no d orbital is
involved. On the other hand, early in the series, it is difficult to form species that do not
utilist ttre d electrons i.e., Sc(I1) is virtually unknown and Ti(1V) is more stable than Ti(I1).
Now let.us see the trend in the oxidation states as we go down the group. A full range of
oxidation states of the transition elements is shown in Table 12.5. The p n d in the stability
of oxidation states with in the-groupsis different for the transition elements and the main
grwp elements (s andp block elements). For the main group elements, the higher oxidation
state becomes lesmtable going down a group because of inert pair effqt. However, for the
transition elements the stability of the higher oxidation states increases going down a group.
To'illustrate this trend, let us first look at Group 6. It is composed of Cr, Mo and W. We
have seen that chromium in +6 oxidation state as in K2Cr04 is a good oxidising agent
forming c?+as the product. This means that in many instances Cr(II1) is more stable than
Cr(V1). In contrast, molybdenum and tungsten are not easily d u c e d when they are in+6
oxidation state in KzMo04 and KzW04. This implies that lower oxidation states, e.g.,
Mo(III).and W(II1) are dot as easy to form as Cr(III),making the +6 oxidation state more
stable. Thus the stability of the +6 state for Group 6 elements will be w~+>Mo&>c~&.
We
find the same trend in Group 4 which is composed of Ti, Zr and Hf. For all the three
elements, most~tableoxidation state is +4. However Ti(I1) and Ti(II1) can be formed from
Ti(1V) by the use of good reducing agents but lower oxidation states of Zr and Hf are
exlremely difficult to prepare. Table 12.6 shows how various oxidation states of some
elements of period 4 tend to kact with respect to oxidation und rkduction.

P

Wing fnmi left to ri t across period 4, M2+(aq)ions are known for the last seven elements
from V to Crl and M '(uq) ions are known for the first seven elements from Sc and Co.
) respect to oxidation as one
Thus, there i$ an overall increase in stability of ~ ~ ' ( u qwith
~ )stable than Fe3+(aq)
moves across the series. However, in the case of iron, ~ e ~ + (isaless
h s e pf the extra stability associated with half-filled (6)
orbitals in the case of Fek(aq).
t

The highest oxidation states are often stabilised in the oxide and fluoride compounds, e.g.;
MnOZ, CTO~,v&, VFs, etc. In these qmpounds 02-and F
a
r
e difficult to be oxidised by
the central meta! haause'b and F are strong oxidising agents.

Table 12.6 :~ e k t i v iof
t ~some oxidation states of Orst transition series elements in aqueous solution

a

Reducing agents

,
Most stable

Oxidsing agent$

--

--l
1-

SAQ 4
Explain, briefly in the space provided below, the existence of 0 9 0 4 in terms of trends in
oxidation states.

..............................................................

....:.......

By now you must be familiar with the word 'complexes'. The chemistry of the transition
metals is dominated by their tendency to form complex ions. This is because the transition
elements form small, highly charged ions which have vacant orbitals of suitable energy to
accept lone pairs of electrons donated by other groups or ligands. In case of transition metals.
in high oxidation states, highly charged ions can strongly bind electrostaticallya wide
variety of negative or polar ligands. In the case of transition metals in low oxidation states,
the electrons in the d orbitals become involved in .rr: bonding with ligands. The majority of
transition metal ion complexes contain six ligands surrounding the central ion octahedrally.
Some elements contain four ligands which are either arranged tetrahedrally or less
frequently at the comers of a square. Besides these geometries, other geometries like
ingonal bipyramid, pentagonal bipyramid, etc., are also present occasionally. The bonding
between the ligand and the transition metal ion can either be predominantly electrostatic or
covalent or in many cases intermediate between the two extremes. Some of the typical
~ ][N~(NH~)~I'+,
~
[cu(cN)~]~
-,
complexes of the tiansition metals are [ F ~ ( c N ) -,
[cu(NH~)J]~+,
etc. The nature of these complexes and the important theories of bonding
related to them are discussed in Unit 14 of this block.

12.6 COLOUR OF TRANSITION METAL COMPOUNDS
Compounds of transition elements are usually markedly coloured, in contrast to compounds
of s- andp- block elements which are mostly white or colourless unless the anion is
coloured. As you know, substances appear coloured when they absorb light of a particular
wavelength id the visible region of the spectrum and transmit light of other wavelengths.
The colour which we see is the colour of the transmitted wavelengths. In other words, the
colour of the compound observed by us is the complementary colour of the colour absorbed
by the compound. You know that the transition metals as such or in the form of ions have
partly filled d-orbitals which are degenerate, i.e., they are of equal energy. You will study in
Unit 14 that in transition metal complexes the d- orbitals do not remain degenerate, but
these split into sets of orbitals of different energies. By absorbing energy, electrons can
move from a d-orbital of lower energy to that of higher energy. 'Chis transition of electron

Transition Elements
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4 andf Block Elemenb

t'rom one rt-arbital to another corresponds to a fairly small energy difference, therefore, light

is absorbed in the visible region of spectrum. For example, the aqua ion T ~ ( H ~ o ) Pwhich
,
has one electroi in the 3d orbital absorbs light of wavelength in the yellow-green region of
spectrum and therefore, appears reddish violet in colour. Table 12..7 gives the relationship
between the colour and the wavelength of light. .
Table 12.7 :Relationship betw&

I

Wavelength absorbed in nm

the eolour and wavelength

Colour absorbed
IJV region
Violet
Indigo
Green-blue
B lue-green
Green
Yellow-gwen
Yellow
@we
Red
Infra-red

Colpur observed

-I

White/colourless
Yellow-green
Yellow
Orange
Red
Purple
Violet
Indigo
Green-blue
Blue-green
White/colourless

Whenever the d-orbitals are completely filled or empty, there is no possibility of electronic
transitions within the d-orbitals. In such cases, the ions will not show any colour. For
example, the compunds of sc3+,~ i ~CU+
+ ,and 2n2+are white or colourless. Table 12.8
gives the csldur and oxidation states of the metal ions present in some hydrated ions of
transition elements.
*

Element

6

Table tZ8 :Oxidation states and observed coloup for some aqua species

+2

'

+3

+6

+7

Green

Pu,rple

Coloudess

, [sc(~,o),l~'
Violet
[T~(H,O),I~+
V

Violet
[~(~,0),4~+

Green
[v(H,o)~I~+

Fe

Pale green
[F~(H,o),I~+

Yellow/brown
[F~(X-~O)~I~+

Co

Pink
[co(H,~),I~+

Blue

Ni

Green
[N~(H,o)~I~+

Cu

Blue
[cu(H,o)~I~'

Zn

Colwrless
[zn(~~o)~~~'

In the s- and p- block elements there cannot be any d-d transitions and the energy needed to
promote s or p electron to a higher level is much greater and may correspond to ultraviolet
region, in which case the compound will not appear coloured to the eye.

SAQ 5
Explain briefly why CuS04 is blue while ZnS04 is white.

............................................................................
........ .................................................................

12.7 MAGNETIC PROPERTIES
When you place an iron piece near a magnet, you will see that it is immediately drawn
towards the magnet. However, some elements are repelled by the magnets. The property of
an element to be attracted or repelled by a magnet differs from element to element.
Substances which are weakly repelled by a magnetic field are called diamagnetic, while the
substances which are weakly attracted by the magnetic field and lose their magnetism when
removed from the field are called paramagnetic. If the force of attraction is very large and
the permanent magnetisation is retained. the substance is said to be fert'spagnetic, e.g., iron
and some iron compounds.
Electrons determine the magnetic properties of matter in two ways. From the pre-wave
mechanical view point, the electron may be regarded as a small sphere of negative charge
spinning on its axis. Then from the completely classical considerations, the spinning of
charge produces a magnetic moment. Secondly, an electron travdling in a closed path
(orbit) around a nucleus, again according to pre-wave mechanical picture, will also produce
a magnetic moment. The magnetic properties of any individual atom or ion will result from
some combination of these two properties, that is, the inherent spin moment of the electron
and the orbital moment resulting from the motion of the electron around the nucleus.
The magnetic moment is usually expressed in units called Bohr magnetons (BM). The
general equation for the magnetic moment is given by :

4

ps+r = 4S(S+ 17 + L(L+ 1)
In the above expression ,S is the sum of the spin quantum numbers and L is the sum of
orbital angular momentum quantum numbers of all the electrons. In many compounds
including those of the first row transition elements, the orbital contribution is quenched aut
by the electric fields of the surrounding atoms and as an approximation, the observed
magnetic moment may be considered to arise only from unpaired spins. Putting L=O in the
above expression, you can get the spin-only magnetic moment ps.
Thus, ps=
The spin-only magnetic moment, ps can also be related to the number of unpaired elecuons,
n, in any species, as the total spin quantum number S = 1112.
~ e n c eps===d
,

4n/2 ( n / 2 + 1)

=G
Above expression gives the value of magnetic moment in Bohr magnetons which can be
' converted into SI unit of Ampere square meter (A m2) by the following relationship:
The magnetic moment is measured by weighing the sample in the presence and absence.of
magnetic field using a magnetic balance called Gouy balance (Fig. 12.8).Diamagnetic

...

Loss in w e i ~ h t
(diomognetic

Increou in weight
(paramagnetic 1

Fig. 12.8: Measurement of molecular paramagnetismusing a Cwy balance

-
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-

-

-

materials have no mag"etic mordent and show a slight decrease in weight on weighing in the
presence of magnetic field. On the other hand, paramagnetic materials s h o w y apparent
increase in weight. The magnetic moment can be calculated from the change in weight.
In some cases (e.g.. ~ n ~or+~ ,e ~in+which
,
all the d orbitals are occupied sidgly by
electrons for which m, = 2, 1,O. -1 and -2, giving LF 0) the observed magnetic moment
values agree very well with the spin-only value as given in Table 12.10. But generally,
experimental values differ from the spin-only values. This is because the orbital motion of
the electron also makes some contribution to the moment. More details on the magnetic
properties of the transition elements can be studied in higher courses on the su ject.

B

I

~ & l e129 : R r d M a d o h w e d magnetlc wnknt values dsome tromltlon metal hydm.Ptc8iwra

Elecmdc
configuration

Ion

Unpaired
electrons

3d' f

1

3df

2
3
4

f
3dt t t
3rPf f f f
d t t t t t
3dbtJ.t f f f
3d7 +J. ?$ f f f
3d T l r 4 t l t t
3d9 ?
f1
lfl--f$f

Magnetic moment (BM)
Calculated Experlmcntal

5

4

3
2
1

SAQ 6
In [co(H~o)~]~+
the observed magnetic moment is higher than the spin-only,value. Explain
the reason for this in the space provided below.

-

k2.8 CATALYTIC PROPERTIES
C

Many transition metals and their compounds have catalytic properties. These metals can
function as catalysts because they can utilise both d and s electrons for the formation of'
bonds between reactant molecules and the surface catalyst atoms. This increases the
concentration of the reactants at the catalyst surface and wesens the bonds in the reactant
molecules with the result that the activation energy is lowered. Compounds of transition
nietals are able to act as catalysts because of the ease with which the metal can adopt
different oxidation states and also because of their ability to form complexes. Some of the
common catalysts used for important reactions are :

I
I
-

a.

FeS04 and H202as Fenton's reagent for the oxidation of alcohols to aldehydes

b.

Pd for hydrogenation, e.g., phenol to cyclohexanol

c.
d.

Fe/Mo in manufacture of ammonia by Haber process
PtIPtO as Adians catalyst for reductions

e.

Pt/Rh in oxidation of NH3 to NO in the m~nufactureof nitric acid '

f.

V205in oxidatioh of.S02 to SO3 in the manufacture of sulphuric acid by contact
process

g.
h.

Ni (Raney nickel) in reduction processes
TiC14 as (Ziegler Natta Catalyst) for polymerisation of ethene.

1
I

1

I

I

Transition metals are important catalysts in biological systems. A number of transition
elements present in very small quantitfes in plants and animal\ are essential for the enzymes
to function. For example, a cobalt atom lies at the centre of the vitamin B 12 coenzyme. Iron
atoms are importantly involved in hemoglobin of blood and in the ferredoxins of
photosynthetic process. Both molybdenum and iron are contained in nitrogen fixing
enzymes.

12.9 INTERSTITIAL COMPOUNDS
Transition metals can trap some small atoms like hydrogen, boron, carbon, nitrogen, etc., in
vacant spaces in their crystal lattice forming interstitial compounds. Carbon and nitrogen
always occupy octahedral ho1es;'hydrogen is smaller and always occupies tetrahedral holes.
As only transition metals form such compounds, the d electrons are, therefore, prPsumably
involved in the bonding. The structure of the metal often changes during the formation of
such compounds. The composition of these compounds is generally non-stoichiometric, e.g.,
TiH1.73, PdH0.56, VH0.56, but may approach regular stoichiometry and a regular structure,
e.g., Tic and VN. The later transition elements of the first series form non-stoichiometric
carbides with irregular structures, such as Cf7C3, which are more reactive than the
interstitial carbides of the early transition elements. These interstitial compounds are of
much importance, e.g., carbon steels are interstitial iron-carbon compounds in which the
interstitial carbon prevents the iron atoms from sliding over one another, making iron
harder, stronger but more brittle.

12.10 SUMMARY
Let us now summarise what we have learnt in this unit. This unit focuses on the transition
metals and their characteristics. We have learnt about the electronic configuration of the
transition elements and how the filling of the orbitals takes place with the increase in atomic
number. We learnt that unlike the main group elements, the differentiating electron enters '
the penultimate (n-l)d orbital in transition metals. This reflects in the properties of the
transition metals and the periodicity in their properties. In this unit we have studied the
variation of size, density, volume, meking and boiling points, ionisation energy,
electronegativity,electrode potential, oxidation states and reactivity of the transition metals.
Besides these, a few of their properties like colour, magnetic properties, complex formation,
catalytis properties and formation of interstitial compounds have also been discussed. Thus,
besides gaining the basic understanding of tradition metals, we have also learnt about their
applications. We now understand why silver and gold are so extensively used in jewellery,
why transition metals are used as catalysts, etc. Thus this unit outlines a broad aspect of the
transition metals.

12.11 TERMINAL QUESTIONS
1.

.

How do the f o l l o ~ i n ~ ~ r ~ ~vary
e r t in
i ethe
s transition elements?

Tramha EkanWs

7,

An enzyme is a biological catalyst
which can bring about specifs
chemical reactions. I t is known :hot
several transitionmetal ions. e.0..
iron,manganese, cobalt, zini nad
molybdenum ions are involved in
various processes.

If;!

-

5.

Arrange each of the following groups of elements in order of increasing atomic size :
wiron, osmium, ruthenium (b) molybdenum, strontium, zirconium (c) scandium,
lanthanum, yttriuv.

6.

Which one of the following pairs is more stable?

7.

Which of the following tend to be an oxidlsing agent or a reducing agent?
a) ~ i ~ +
b) ~ r O i c) cu+

.Yttrium with chlorine does not form YCl or YC12 but only YC13. How does this

8.

. agree with the trends in stabikity of oxidation states?
Write a balanced equation for the reaction of each of the following elements with
oxygen:
a. Scandium b. Titanium c. Vanadium d. Chromium e. Manganese
f.
Nickel g. Copper

9.

12.12 ANSWERS.
Answers to Self Assessment Questions
1.'

In transition series, the electrons enter the d orbitals which can accommodate ten
electrons and therefore, there are ten elements in one transition series,
b) 3d is at higher energy than 4s at potassium, that is why the electron enters the 4s
orbital instead of 3d orbital.

2.

(i) Calcium
(ii) Titanium
(iii) Molybdenum
(iv) Iron

a)

.

4.

5.

'

The oxidation number of osmium in Os04 is +8. The stability of higher oxidation I
states increases'as we go down the group of the transition metals. Osmium being i a
third transition series is, therefore, stdble in oxidation state +8 and exists as Os04.
cu2' in CuS04 has (~r13dO4s'configuration and its electron can be promoted to thl
half filled d orbital. Thus it can undergo d-d transition which absorbs mainly in the
red region of the visible light and CuS04 a$pars blue in colour (blue is
and no list is absorbed in the visible region of spectrum by ZnS04 &d therefore, it
appars white..

6.

R e obse,wd magnetic moment at times differs from that of the calculated spin-only

manent due to dre conpibution of orbital motion of the electrons. The
obsuvd msgnetic moment for [ C O ( H ~ O )has
~ ~conpibution
+
fnnn the spin as well
as orbital angular momentum d thus the observed magnetic moment is higher than
the calculated spin-only map& moment.

2

&cruse of their noble nature gold and silver are used for making ornaments.

3.

a) Nometallic bond finmation
b) T i 0 has 8 dguration
Ion

4.

Elc€tm&
dguration

WC

Nunber of
unprired

mOmQIt

elccmh

d+

[Ar13d64s0

4

b) ~ n ' +

[Ar]3d"4r0

0

cu+

[Ar13d 4s
[Ar]3d'4s0

10 0

0
1

a)
C)

d) 'Tik

a) Reducing agent
b) Oxidising agent
c) Reducing agent

d) Oxidising agent
Stability of high oxidation . state as we go down a group.

4.90 BM
'

OBM
0 BM
1.73 BM

Truritkam
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13.1 INTRODUCTION
\\

In the preceding unit, you studied the main features of the c4dpistry of the transition
elements of the d-block. You learnt that in addition to the usu@ Vertical relationship, the
transition elements show a horizontal similarity in their ~hysicaland chemical properties. In
this unit you will study the salient features of the chemistry of the transition elements of the
f-block. Because of filling of electrons in the f-orbitals of an inner shell, these elements are
also termed as inner-transition elements. Thef-block elements comprise two series of
elements -the la thanide series and the actinide series. You will observe that in
comparison to the lements of d;block transition series, the members of lanthanide series
resemble one another much more closely. Theyhave generally one common stable oxidation
state and occur together in the same ores in nature. Because of the similarity in their
chemical properties their separation from one another is very difficult. Therefore, special
techniques of solvent extraction and ion exchange are employed for their separation. On the
other hand, themchemistryof the actinides is quite complicated because they exhibit more
than one oxidation state and their radioactivity creates problems in the study of their
properties. However, the actinides do exhibit some similarities with one another and with
their lanthanide congeners in a particular oxidation state. Therefore, these elements are
discussed as a class in one unit. In this unit you will study the general features of the
chemistry of lanthanide and actinide elements with kmphas~son periodicity in their
properties.

4

Objectives
After studying this unit you should be able to :
distinguish between transition and inner-transition elements,
define the terms lanthanides and actinides,
compute the electronic configurations of lanthanide and actinide ions from the
electronic configurations of free atoms.
discuss the ways in which actinide elements resemble their lanthanide Gongeners,
discuss the ways'in which the actinides resemble more closely d-block transition
elements,
-explainlanthanide and actinide contraction,
describe general characteristics of lanthanide and actinide elements and bring out
periodicity in their properties.

13.2 GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS
-

---

24

.
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You know that the fourteen elements from cerium (2 = 58) to lutetium (2 = 71), which

